
Reflecting on the world around us 
 

This worksheet was created by artist Caroline Hall to inspire you to explore 

your own creativity during these extraordinary times.  It is for children and 

adults to share together.  

 

Walk the waves of the fields where mud, hard frozen, is friendly to the boot,  

By the lanes where each ivy leaf is framed 

And the rainbow coalesces in the white that brings to life the achromatic winter 

hedges. 

 

These are a few lines from Jeremy Harwood’s poem ‘Freezing Point’.  Use a 

dictionary to look up any tricky words for meanings and think about images which 

come to mind.  Be creative and not afraid to play with colour and shapes.  

 

1) Using this first as inspiration, draw and colour your world inside the winter globe 

on the next page. Print out the globe and have fun decorating your landscape. If you 

have some chalk, go and draw a very large circle on your patio stones (ask an adult 

first ) and add figures, animals into your worlds.  Large paper will do the job too!  

 

2) On page three, I have shown my first sketch lines of my painting. You are 

welcome to print this out too and add your creative ideas to this landscape, perhaps 

for a future painting?  

 

3) We linked poetry with the visual arts in this project, so why not have a go and 

write your own poem, maybe looking at the world around us at the moment. A stop -

start moment which you may want to write down how you feel at the moment.  

Things you miss and what you are enjoying? 

 



 

 

 

 



 



This page is for you to doodle, write song lyrics or poetry which reflects your 

thoughts on your personal landscape today!  A starting place for a future painting or 

diary entry where you can express your feelings.  Remember: This Day Is For You. 

 

We’d love you to share photos of your artwork 

by email to caroline1968hall@googlemail.com.  

I will share a selection of those I receive. 

 

By sending it to me you are giving your 

permission for it to be shared on my 

website/social media, the project Facebook 

page and Severn Arts website/social media. 

 

Find out more about me by visiting my 

website or following me on social media.   

Web:  www.carolinehallartprints.co.uk 

Facebook: @Carolinehallartprints 

Instagram: @caroline_hall_art 

Twitter: @carolin04751078 

 

 

http://www.carolinehallartprints.co.uk/

